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• Self-Paced e-Learning
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TOGAF BA (Business Architecture) examines topics such as organization,
governance, business strategy and business processes in the context of the
TOGAF Standard. It has its roots in proven market best-practices, providing
valuable practical knowledge for both experienced architects or total novices.
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• Anyone seeking an understanding of
Business Architecture based on the
TOGAF Standard, Version 9.2
• Professionals working in areas such
as business planning and strategy
• Seasoned enterprise architects who
want to add a specialization to their
existing qualifications
• Newcomers seeking to either gain
practical knowledge or verify their
growing expertise
• Anyone wishing to pass the official
TOGAF Business Architecture Part 1
examination

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
This course is designed to help students
achieve the TOGAF BA Level 1
Credential.
Students will gain a solid understanding
of business capabilities, business
modeling, information mapping, value
streams and TOGAF business scenarios.

an ‘Open Badge’ whic can be displayed
on websites, emails and social media
profiles.
The course consists of the following
modules:
• An Introduction to TOGAF BA
• Module 1: Business Models
• Module 2: Business Capabilities
• Module 3: Value Streams
• Module 4: Information Mapping
• Module 5: Business Scenarios
• Practice Exam Simulators

ACCREDITATION
This TOGAF course has been
approved, accredited, and awarded
by The Open Group, developers of
the TOGAF methodology.

IS THERE AN EXAM?

TOGAF BA goes into greater detail on
business architectural elements than the
standard TOGAF 9.2 syllabus. As such,
TOGAF BA offers valuable insight even
for those already certified in the main
framework.

Yes. The exam is a closed book,
multiple choice exam consisting of 30
questions. The pass mark is 60% (18
questions out of 30) and there is a time
limit of 45 minutes to complete the
exam.

Achieving the TOGAF BA credential will
earn students three academic credits, as
partof The Open Group Certification
program. Successful students will also
be awarded

Included with the course is a free
voucher for the exam, which can be
taken at authorized Pearson Vue test
centers around the world.

